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Welcome to the 4th
Quarterly Edition of KT 2019
Dear Kokeshi Friends,
Happy Holidays and best wishes for 2020.
This year, 2019, we observed many new Kokeshi Kojin releasing their 1st
year productions. We are super excited about that wonderful news. It
certainly makes the future of Kokeshi less bleak. We hope to continue to
see them grow and as always, provide our support, by acquiring their work
to help sustain Kokeshi productivity and the livelihood of the Kojin who
dedicate themselves to creating such amazing work.

FREE Online Journal
If you paid for this Journal
please send an E-mail to
info@Kokeshitrends.com
with the web address,
amount paid and if
possible, the receipt so
that we may investigate
and take the appropriate
actions.

As the year closes, I like to reflect on our year here on KokeshiTrends.
This issue is a lookback at some of our favorite Kokeshi, artists, and
collectors featured in KT's 2019 issues. I hope you will enjoy reflecting
back with us as you go through this issue of KT.

(C) All Rights Reserved
No part of this Journal
may be reproduced and
or distributed without
prior written consent from
KokeshiTrends.Com.

Sincerely,

KT is produced & selfpublished by Madelyn
Molina.
Editor on Call
Jill Holmgren
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Many thanks to the wonderful artisans, collectors, contributors and
you, our readers. It is without a doubt that your collaboration and
encouragement keep me motivated and excited about every KT issue
released. KT is actively engaging with you all through social media, so feel
free to say hi and please remember to follow/like us on IG and Facebook!

Madelyn
Founder
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2020 YEAR OF THE RAT

Years of the Rat are: 1924,
1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984,
1996, 2008, 2020
The Rat is the first of all
zodiac animals. While
finding out you are a "RAT"
may not be that hoorah
moment for you let's take
a look at why it isn't as bad
as you may have thought.
Rats are reproducers;
hmm I'm going to go with
reproducing wealth, love,
happiness (and for those
thinking big families that
works too).

Noboru_Singer_Kokeshi

Rats are thought to be
very optimistic and
energetic they tend to
be very likable. They are
independent and full of
imagination and creativity.
They have a natural ability
to be successful.
Rats like saving and
storing things (I prefer the
term collecting).

If that didn't impress you,
how about, they are super
kawaii in Kokeshi styles
created by various Kojin
to celebrate their special
year? I don't know about
you but I'm in! I may be a
iittle biased since it's my
year! (Full disclosure here)

Well there you have it, if
you want to learn more fun
facts about the Rat Zodiac
check out Chinese New
Year.net

TayamaIzumi

atelier_sagimai
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This year Kokeshi have had a
strong turnout. With Tōgatta
craftsman like Noboru
Wagatsuma (@noboru_singer_
kokeshi) releasing a wave of
ingeniously designed Kokeshi.
Themes varied from Russia,
to Egypt to oversized special
orders attracting all kinds of
collectors and peeking the
interest of casual buyers who
may soon be called “collectors”
too, because stopping at one, is
just never enough.
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NOBORU WAGATSUMA

Best of 2019
in a nutshell

TAKAHASHI, JUNKO

Photo: Kokeshi 1000 Nights Story (link)

Not too far behind
with innovative and
transforming ideas is
Tsuchiyu, female, artist
Takahashi, Junko her new
designs feature interesting
double lined pupils that
almost gleam when
looked at. They are quite
literally flying off the
shelves. I’ve yet to manage
acquiring one but the
hunt is on!

Photo: Repost by San Kokeshi Diary (from Rakuten)
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NOYA, SATOSHI

Best of 2019
in a nutshell

Equally as interesting are the vegetable themed
Nakanosawa Mexi-Kokeshi, made by newcomer
Noya, Satoshi (y. 1978 mst. Noya, Toshi-fumi)
these are being consumed by collectors like
hot tamales in Mexico (no pun intended, I love
tamales) and they are just awesome!
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NOBORU WAGATSUMA

HIRAGA TERUYUKI

RIKA KOMATSU

Although, many Japanese do
not follow a Christian Faith, we
are delighted that Christmas
has sprinkled some of its magic,
cheer dust on Kokeshi Kojin
to inspire unique Christmas
Kokeshi. Artist like Noboru,
Wagatsuma (Togatta), Hiraga,
Teruyuki (Sakunami), Komatsu,
Rika (Togatta), Abo, Masafumi
(Tsugaru), Tayama, Izumi
(Nanbu), Hasegawa, Masashi
(Tsugaru) and Yamaya, Rei
(Tsugaru), just to name a few,
are happily helping to guide
Santa’s sleigh to collectors
chimneys this year.
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Photos: Kokesia Kokeshi Shop
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Best of 2019
in a nutshell

Let us not fail to mention that not one
but three new Kokeshi books published
outside of Japan hit the shelves this
year. Our dear friend Laetitia Hébert of
@Folkeshi published her 1st Kokeshi
book in French, “Kokeshi L’art de
poupées japonaises”, fantastique! I
just got my copy, the dern mailman
delivered it to the wrong house! Luckily
my good neighbor brought it to me
and thankfully some French words
are similar to English /Spanish so I
am having a blast figuring out all the
content, the photos are wonderful and
there’s a great selection of Kokeshi to
be seen; so if you’re on the fence about
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Hello

getting it don’t let the language hold
you back. We’re hoping an English
publisher picks up this book so the joy
can be shared in English.
Another one of our dear friends
Réka Tóth-Vásárhelyi over @
Katagamikokeshi also published a
book in Hungarian and English! There
were two versions published, one
being a collector’s edition (featuring
sashiko cover and hand painted
Kokeshi). The book is titled Kokeshi:
The World of Japanese Kokeshi Dolls. I
had the opportunity of previewing the
contents, pre-release, and I can say it is

B oo k s !

full of great information for both the novice
and well versed Kokeshi enthusiast. I hope
to pick up my copy soon.
Well known Kokeshi book authors Michael
Evans and Robert Wolf revamped their
website and published their first e-Book, "A
collectors Guide: Traditional and Creative
Kokeshi and Toys." This is a mash-up of
both their previously released books with a
bit more emphasis on dentō Kokeshi types
and characteristics. A good resource for
beginners and anyone who couldn’t get their
hands on the previously released books
which are now sold out.
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Contact Info: 		
bluebearvendingco@gmail.com
Twitter:
bluebearvending
Instagram: 		
@bluebearvendingco
Facebook:		 bluebearvendingco
Websites:		 Tokyo Monogatari
			bluebearvending.com
A blue bear vending co. production
Illustrated & Written by Joanna Nakamura
Joan
n
shar a is goin
e an
othe g to
r sto
ry!

(c) All rights reserved. Joanna Nakamura, Author, grants KokeshiTrends.com publishing rights for "Let's Clean" which
includes “printing, publishing, producing and distributing”; the Author is the sole holder of all copyrights and other rights
to publish and disseminate the Work.
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MEET THE CHARACTERS
Mama Kōjin ママ

コウジン

Mama Kōjin was one of the first hidden characters of
Tokyo that Kiku and Miko-chan met, when they visited Oji
for the fox parade on New Year’s Eve 2014.
An ancient goddess of the kitchen and doll guardian, she
resided in a young enoki tree (Chinese Hackberry/ Nettle
tree) on the grounds of a shrine, and gave the friends the
details of the Bamboo Bathhouse as somewhere safe to stay.
It was customary for people to bring her broken dolls for a
proper burial within the roots of the enoki tree, and at first
she thought that Miko-chan had come to her for burial. On
learning about the friends journey, she asked Boss Panda if
she could also come to live at the Bathhouse and watch over
them, offering guidance where needed. She is extremely
helpful with cooking, food and folklore and with her six
hands she is always busy. She wears a wooden otoshi buta
on her hid, which she can use to cover cooking pots when
needed. Miko-chan once heard a rumour that Mama Kōjin
also has three faces, but only shows these when angry.
Kiku Kitsune 菊狐
Kiku is a British red fox, born in England and raised as an
only cub until his mother was killed during a fox hunt when
he was six years old. Before his mother died and the family
was separated, Kiku’s grandfather used to tell him tales of
the foxes of Japan and their many adventures. Kiku hoped
to travel there one day and dreamed of becoming a shrine
guardian for Inari, god of the rice harvest.
After the untimely death of his mother, he made the decision
to leave England and though still a child, he found his way
onto a ship bound for Tokyo.
Miko-chan 巫女 ちゃん
Miko is a shrine maiden cloth doll, found by Kiku living
in the Tokyo Metro Lost and Found Center in Ueno
Station, Tokyo. For a long time she had no memory
of how she came to be there, or of her life before, but
one day she confided in her new family at the Bamboo
Bathhouse, telling them her sad story. She is Kiku’s best
friend, accompanying him on his adventures, and
hoping one day to find a role for herself.
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Earlier in the year, Miko-chan had asked Mama Kōjin if the
next community workshop could be one that looked at tips for
cleaning, as she loved to help with the household upkeep.
Every year, the inhabitants of the Bamboo Bathhouse organise
a ‘machizemi’ – this is when neighbourhood shops and
businesses want to contribute to the local community and hold
a local workshop or seminar - the word ‘machi’ means town or
neighbourhood, and ‘zemi’ comes from the word ‘seminar’ in
English. A machizemi can be anything from a craft workshop to a
cooking class or a lecture.
14 | KokeshiTrends.com

Mama Kōjin decided to hold one in readiness for the upcoming New Year
preparations. An important part of these is the ‘big cleanup’ or ōsōji,
something undertaken in many Japanese households.
She explained to those gathered that although nowadays many begin to
clean on the last few days of the year, the custom had originated earlier
in December, on the 13th, when in the past, households performed
purification rituals to ward off evil from themselves and their homes,
such as hanging talismans (known as monoimi-fuda) outside their homes
and avoiding things and behaviours thought to pollute body and soul. The
build up of soot was also tackled as part of this, with a task called ‘susuharai’ – sweeping the soot away.
KokeshiTrends.com | 15

Let's Clean...

“This has now developed into the practice of ōsoji” she told the group,
“and now most often takes place during the last week in December,
at a time when other preparations are taking place for greeting the
deities of the New Year, the Toshigami. This means cleaning the house,
including some jobs that might only happen infrequently and also
sorting through items for recycling and disposing of unwanted items.”
“In the spirit of ‘waste not, want not’”, Mama Kōjin continued, I will
share with you all today some cleaning tips that make use of things left
over in the kitchen and some natural alternatives to chemicals.”
She explained that the water used to rinse rice before cooking had
some useful qualities – the milky white water that remains after
washing the grains contains the natural oils found in the rice bran, and
made a great polish for real wood flooring. “Take a clean cloth and soak
in the milky fluid, and then squeeze out. Wipe in the direction of the
wood grain for maximum effect. The rice bran also helps to pick up dirt
and dust left behind after sweeping, and the oils nourish and protect
the wood. To keep the rice water clean whilst using, use a separate
bucket to rinse the rag between wipes. You can then use this water
when finished to flush the toilet, or use to water houseplants.”
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Next, Mama Kōjin showed the group how to make use
of used tea leaves. “These are a great way to combat
dust and were traditionally used to clean tatami mat
flooring”, she explained. “Collect used tea leaves in
a covered sieeve, which allows most of the water to
drain away, but keeps the leaves a little damp. If you
sprinkle these over the floor before sweeping, they
attract dust, hair and crumbs to them making it easier
to pick up by brushing. If you sprinkle on tatami,
sweep or vacuum with the grain (normally from side
to side). The added benefit is the lovely fragrance
from the tealeaves. There are in fact many uses for
tea in the home, so I have prepared a leaflet for you,
which she handed out to the group.
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Let's Clean...
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Mama Kōjin then took out a bottle of bamboo vinegar, an
inexpensive condiment that is also a natural cleaner. “Vinegars
mild acidity makes it great for dissolving grease, mould and
mildew and killing bacteria”, Mama Kōjin told them, “it can be
added to dishwater to help remove grease, and if you take an old
toothbrush, and dip it first in vinegar and then baking soda, it
can be used to clean the grout between tiles. It is an excellent
cleaner for work surfaces and cutting boards. It is also useful for
wiping houseplants with pests on the leaves.
For the final part of the machizemi, Mama Kōjin talked a little
about the tools of cleaning, and the care of them.
“You can re-use standard PET plastic bottles from vending
machines to clean – with the inexpensive brush screw on
attachment that you can find at 100 yen stores.”
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“Old mosquito nets make excellent cleaning cloths – layer two
pieces and stitch together, and they get softer and softer with
each wash. Living in Japan, we are lucky to be able to use shuro
brooms, which are made from the bark of an evergreen palm
tree that is grown in southern parts of Japan. They are very long
lasting if cared for properly.
Knives and gardening tools can be treated with camellia oil,
made from the seeds of the camellia sinensis tree. The oil is acidfree which makes it the ideal choice for protecting tools, knives
and blades from rust, especially those made from carbon steel.
It is also excellent for wood, as it does not discolour and protects
from UV damage.
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Let's Clean...

As the workshop came to an end, Mama Kōjin reminded the
group that finally, everyone should thank their tools for their
service, particularly if putting them away for winter, as with
gardening tools. “All tools, but especially brooms are particularly
susceptible to turning into yōkai if uncared for.”
Later that day, when the gathered guests had left the Bamboo
Bathhouse, Miko-chan made a special visit to the cleaning closet,
where she bowed deeply and thanked the assembled tools and
cleaning products for their service and usefulness – just in case…
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Artist and Collectors all featured
on KT throughout 2019

Linda J Ferber

Sondi Collection

The Geoff Collection

Large Kokeshi

2019 Favorites &
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Janice Levi

BEST OF 2019

Kokeshi by Megumi Nozawa
featured in our 1st quarter issue

The Francesca Iachetta
Collection
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Kanami Ogata Glass Creations
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Carole Levy Kerebel ceramic Kokeshi inspired work

2019 Favorites &
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Noboru Wagatsuma. Diem Nguyen Collection

A special thanks to Joanna Nakamura
over @TokyoMonogatari.com and @
BlueBearVendingco for sharing her
amazing talent and collaborating
with KT throughout the year. We have
had the pleasure of following Kiku's
adventures in a variety of stories
which help us learn more about Japan
and its culture. Kiku the little fox is
quite popular with our readers and
Joanna's woodgirls are dearly loved.
Please check out her sites to see more
of her fantastic work.

Best of 2019

Hayasaka Masahiro Togatta
Melissa Frederickson
Collection

Rika Komatsu Greeting Kokeshi
Angie Rhinehart Collection
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2020 Kokeshi
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Many of you may have noticed the
checkerboard designs being used on
some Kokeshi. There will be more to
come! They are in honor of the 2020
Tokyo Olympics. The official logo, was
designed by Asao Tokolo and consists of
a ichimatsu design. Pictured below.

Ichimatsu (市松) is the term for
checkerboard pattern. It was named
after the Kabuki actor Sanokawa
Ichimatsu 佐野川市松 (1722-62), who liked
to use the pattern on his trousers.
The colors most commonly seen are
usually alternations of red/white,
black/white or blue/white but there are
some intricate designs where squares
are created with varying motifs and
textiles.
Konno Akihiro a Tsuchiyu, dentō, Kojin
executed the pattern successfully in
these beautiful ejiko style Kokeshi
one in blue /natural wood alternating
squares the other in red and natural
wood.
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Official Tokyo Olympics logo
Fair use educational / editorial purposes
as per the brand usage guidelines.
Pursuant to U.S.C. § 220506, the USOC
(through the IOC) has the exclusive
right to use Olympic marks in the
United States. There is no affiliation or
sponsorship expressed or implied.

pandataste Kokeshi
by Takahashi Junko

Tsuchiyu Kokeshi by Takahashi,
Junko with ichimatsu pattern.
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SHOPS
ARTISTS
& MORE
Kokeshi Doll Shops
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daiichi Shobo
emmabeeyou
Folkeshi
Gallery_shin
Hayabusa0550
JapanCraftMS
The Japan Stop
Katagami Kokeshi
Kimono Flaminia
Kokeshi Manila Online
Kokeshi Carol
Kokesia
Neko Box
Nostalgic Kingyo
Shimanuki Online Shop
Shinapari
Shuz Saya

• Artigianato Giapponese

Kokeshi Book
Authors in English

• Sunny Seki
• Manami Okazaki
• Michael Evans & Robert Wolf
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Kokeshi Book
Japanese (some English)
• Kokeshi Jidai

Artists websites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Amazing Doll
blue bear vending co.
Clark Studio Galleries
COOKIES
Daisuke Hayashi
Janice Levi
Joolie Green
Kekokeshi
Kokeshi Sakurai
Kokess
Konami Ogata
Liat Reshef
Linda J Ferber
Mena Esterel
Naomi Gallery
Noboru Wagatsuma
Planete Kokeshi
ShopToast
SketchInc
Tomohiro Matsuda
Usaburo Kokeshi

Ask us how to get your
shop listed here:
Info@Kokeshitrends.com

Peg Dolls

• Bonny Bloom
• Caddy Creations
• Peg & Plum

Museums
• Kamei Museum, Japan

• JANM, CA, USA
• Morikami Museum, FL USA
• Tsugaru Kokeshi Museum, Japan

Information
Kokeshi Wiki
KokeshiVillage
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Thank you for stopping by

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS

SUBSCRIBE

Make sure to subscribe and be the
first to receive next quarter’s issue of
KokeshiTrends Journal. Get acquainted
with the artists you already love, and
those, you’ve didn’t know, you’ve been
waiting for.

